1. Before Operation, confirm the oil level is within operating range on
the sight glass.
NOTE: The Shop Dog will not start if oil level is below
operating range; this will be indicated by the Low Oil Level
indicator light. (See owners manual for oil specifications)
2. Plug The Shop Dog in to a 220V outlet. (“Control Power On”
will illuminate)
3. See owners manual for Shop Dog/Implement set up

The Shop Dog is operable in either "Local Control" or "Remote Control" mode.
(Use the key located on the remote control lanyard to change modes.)

Local Control
Operate The Shop Dog from the control center when keyed switch is turned to “Local Control”.
(See reverse side for Remote Control)
1. Confirm that the red STOP Mushroom is pulled out into the run position.
2. Press the START button to energize The Shop Dog’s hydraulic and PTO functions.

PTO
1. Select direction of the PTO with FWD/REV Switch under the safety
cover
2. Press one of the momentary Speed 1-4 buttons to start the PTO.
Hold the desired button to keep the PTO in motion
(Speed 1 - 8 RPM, Speed 2 - 20 RPM, Speed 3 - 60 RPM, Speed 4 - 112 RPM)

Hydraulics
1. Pressurize the top two sets of Pioneer pressure connect couplers
with the levers located on the top corner of The Shop Dog.
(Pull back the lever to pressurize the red LIFT coupler and push
forward to pressurize the yellow DROP coupler)
2. Operate the bottom set of hydraulic couplers with the Cylinder
lift/drop switch located above the PTO speed controls.

Push the STOP mushroom in at any time to cut power to The Shop Dog.

The Shop Dog is operable in either "Local Control" or "Remote Control" mode.
(Use the key located on the remote control lanyard to change modes.)

Remote Control
Operate The Shop Dog from with the remote control when keyed
switch is turned to “Remote Control”. (See reverse side for Local
Control)

Hold power button for
2 seconds to turn the
remote control on

1. Turn the remote control on by holding the red power button for
approximately 2 seconds. The yellow signal light will begin
blinking.
2. Confirm that the red STOP Mushroom located on the control
center is pulled out into the run position.
3. Press the START button on the remote control to energize The
Shop Dog’s hydraulic and PTO functions.

PTO
1. Select direction of the PTO with FWD/REV Switch under the safety
cover at the control center.

Press START to energize
The Shop Dog
Press HORN to alert
others that the PTO is
about to start.

2. Sound the horn to alert others that the PTO is about to start.
3. Press

one of the momentary Speed 1-4 buttons to start the PTO.
Hold the desired button to keep the PTO in motion.
(Speed 1 - 8 RPM, Speed 2 - 20 RPM, Speed 3 - 60 RPM, Speed 4 - 112 RPM)

Hydraulics

Press one of the momentary SPEED 1-4
buttons to start the PTO.

1. Operate the bottom set of hydraulic couplers with the CYL IN and
CYL OUT buttons on the remote control.
(CYL Out will pressurize the red LIFT coupler and CYL IN will
pressurize the yellow DROP coupler)
Use the CYL IN and CYL OUT buttons to
operate the bottom set of hydraulic couplers.

Push in the STOP mushroom or
the STOP button on the remote
control at any time to cut power to
The Shop Dog.

Turn the remote
control off by
holding the red
power button for
approximately 5
seconds.

